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                         Appeal Activity in the Public Assistance Programs                      RUN 07/24/08
                                         FISCAL YEAR 2006
                                   July 1, 2005 - June 30, 2006
                                                                                            FOOD
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 1,759   167    87     45   377 1038    0      2     0     43     0     0
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      6,046   990   388    475 2,766 1273    0     40     0    114     0     0
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   5,736   985   404    447 2,658 1106    0     35     0    101     0     0
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    2,069   172    71     73   485 1205    0      7     0     56     0     0
 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    5,747   986   404    448 2,660 1113    0     35     0    101     0     0
   APPLICATION DENIED               2,895   210     6    110 1,935  624    0      9     0      1     0     0
   NOT GRANT RELATED                1,425   137   388     62   323  444    0      5     0     66     0     0
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,228   586     3    189   402   32    0     15     0      1     0     0
   GRANT AMOUNT                       199    53     7     87     0   13    0      6     0     33     0     0
 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
   TOTAL                            5,747   986   404    448 2,660 1113    0     35     0    101     0     0
   MODIFIED DECISION                  523    16     3      8   481   15    0      0     0      0     0     0
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               244    34     5      9    93   80    0      4     0     19     0     0
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT         1,184   294   104     89   465  154    0      4     0     74     0     0
             OTHER MEANS:
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      33     5     1      8    18    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
               CLAIMANT
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     619    70    70     81   304   89    0      4     0      1     0     0
               OF CLAIMANT
   ABANDONED OR DEATH                 807   282    57    124   160  181    0      3     0      0     0     0
   DENIED                           2,152   248   150     98 1,068  573    0     11     0      4     0     0
   VOID                               185    37    14     31    71   20    0      9     0      3     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          1,951   344   112    106 1,039  249    0      8     0     93     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  582    54    20     62   441    5    0      0     0      0     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                       960   253    86     41   422   64    0      7     0     87     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                       192    32     6      3   135   12    0      1     0      3     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  217     5     0      0    41  168    0      0     0      3     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     70.7  44.1  37.5   31.3  40.0 280.8  .0   43.1    .0     37     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                5,747   986   404    448 2,660 1113    0     35     0    101     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,797   272   180    175   967  177    0     22     0      4     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,666   329   127    223   890   49    0      5     0     43     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                     1,008   306    73     40   469   66    0      7     0     47     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                1,276    79    24     10   334  821    0      1     0      7     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     93.3  51.6  41.9   36.4  50.3 279.2  .0   33.3    .0     63     0     0
 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
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   TOTAL                            1,951   344   112    106 1,039  249    0      8     0     93     0     0
   NEED STANDARD                        3     0     1      0     1    0    0      0     0      1     0     0
   INCOME OR RESOURCES              1,553   304     4     89   964  151    0      7     0     34     0     0
   DISREGARDS                           1     0     0      0     1    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      394    40   107     17    73   98    0      1     0     58     0     0
 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            1,951   344   112    106 1,039  249    0      8     0     93     0     0
   LEGAL COUNSEL                      129     2     2      2    65   52    0      1     0      5     0     0
   SELF                             1,768   339   109    102   932  194    0      7     0     85     0     0
   OTHER                               54     3     1      2    42    3    0      0     0      3     0     0
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